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Welcome from
Cagatay Baydar
Chairman FCI

ÇAGATAY BAYDAR
Chairman of FCI

Dear Friends,
As you know, our past Chairman, Michel Leblanc stepped down in December 2016, and the
Executive Committee elected me as interim Chairman, until a new election is held in Lima during
the council meeting on Wednesday, 14th June. Michel left us after completing a very successful
Union with IFG, holding a successful and record breaking delegation during our Cape Town
annual meeting, and kicking off many new initiatives within the chain. I wish to thank again
Michel for his commitment to FCI during his Chairmanship.
We organized in January 2017 a meeting of the Chairmen of all of the technical committees and
myself to have a brainstorming session in Amsterdam to look at innovation and determine how
together we can make FCI an even more meaningful organization for our members. A number of
interesting ideas and suggestions were raised and I would like to share some of them:
• Some agreed we need to be in front of the distributed ledger technology movement.
Blockchain and other new technology platforms could adversely effect the interest in the twofactor system. All believed FCI should investigate this technology for the chain.
• All participants expressed concerns about the trends, as the two-factor volume went down
with approximately 35% in 2016, driven by the slowdown in China. So everyone believed we
should investigate new ways to enhance the two-factor service.
• Emerging markets are the key for growth. We must prioritize markets where we are investing
more of our time and resources, similar to what FCI did back in the 1980s in China.
• Everyone recognized the need to prove the low loss given default of the factoring and RF
industry, and suggested that we should play a leading role in the development of a global
receivables registry. This inherently would strengthen FCI’s thought leadership and facilitate
enhancements for the Industry.
• Discussed idea to establish an education foundation, a non profit charity to allow FCI to raise
funds outside of our traditional means - specifically membership fees - to support the growth
of education in the emerging markets.
• Create a leading FCI branded Industry publication, enhancing what we have achieved with
In-Sight newsletter but taking it to another level.
• Formalize our advocacy efforts by developing greater outreach, thought leadership, and
lobbying, including building closer ties to those organizations engaged in open account trade
ie. credit insurance industry, forfeiting market, asset based lending, etc.
• Compliance issues are the biggest barriers for the development of factoring, especially to the
larger bank group members. Should we create two “leagues” of members: on one hand the
big banks who only want to “play together” and on the other hand a “coalition of the willing”
of smaller regional banks or non-bank factors who are open for business with good
counterparties? Most believed we should not create two leagues as mentioned above but
rather work together as an Industry, as in most cases the needs are the same.
These were some of the ideas expressed during this meeting, and it is a good first step as we
move beyond the creation of the Union and focus on what we want FCI to become over the next
3-5 years.
Cagatay Baydar
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A Word from the Secretary General
PETER MULROY

Secretary General

We are well into the beginning of the lunar new year. After having spent the past few weeks in
China visiting members, attending and speaking at promotion conferences in Thailand and
Cambodia, I look back on the past year with a sense of accomplishment, and we enter this
49th year of our existence in better shape financially, with more members in more countries,
greater education offering, and a stronger legal foundation. I believe we will be able to
celebrate our 50th anniversary next year with confidence and pride for FCI and our industry as:
•

The union is now complete after the legal merger of the two organizations in January 2016.
We now can conclude our combined might together truly represents the voice of the
receivables finance industry globally with 405 members in over 90 countries

•

We celebrated our very first annual meeting on African soil, with the support of our
members in South Africa and our partner, the African Export Import Bank

•

The hiring of Bloom, our PR and Communications agency, helped us organize our branding
strategy and believe together with the marketing committee came up with a strong brand
image. Together with the Executive Committee, they helped us also develop a new Vision
and Mission Statement, that represents who we are and where we are going. And with that,
we embarked on a new promotion campaign, with new promotional material and adapting
it with our name, new logo and new tag line “Facilitating Global Open Account - Receivables
Finance”.

•

We added 31 new members, and after terminations experienced a net growth of +12
members, of which 75% of them were from emerging markets. This is an indication of the
changing tides within FCI, and has led to a surge in new memberships. People are hungry
for information, education and the tools to develop a successful factoring business.

•

FCI has embarked on a enhanced focus regarding compliance, specifically KYM – You’re
your Member! After the formation of an Adhoc committee on compliance, we have initiated
KYC/AML screenings of all new members entering FCI, by signing a contract with the
compliance firm, Thompson Reuters and hired a consultant, Philip Sydney, who together
with the support of the compliance committee have help us develop new policies and
guidelines for our members which will be rolled out later this year.

MORE
MEMBERS IN
MORE
COUNTRIES,
GREATER EDUCATION
OFFERING, AND A
STRONGER LEGAL
FOUNDATION
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• FCI has embarked on a new Supply Chain Finance (SCF) initiative focusing on a buyer-led
payables finance offering by constructing a 3-corner and 4-corner framework whereby
members can on-board anchor buyers and their domestic and international suppliers,
supporting the further growth of our members’ receivables finance business. More
information on this will be presented during the upcoming annual meeting in Lima, Peru.
• We rolled out a new website two years ago, and thanks to Harry Biletta and Jacqueline
Wolde Yohannes’s initial investment in its development, after the announcement of the
Union our Head of Marketing & Communication, Gwendoline de Viron upgraded it even
further. The new look, feel and content of our website www.fci.nl can now be considered
best in class for our industry.
• We further developed our newsletter, In-Sight, and modernized it, by rolling out a new
page flip technology, which helps us convert static PDFs into interactive flipbooks, to
enhance our members reading experience. We also have focused on delivering more in
depth articles including a global view of the legal/regulatory developments that effect our
industry in different markets around the world.
In conclusion, 2016 has been an extraordinary year full of exciting new challenges and
opportunities for FCI, but most important, we believe the changes introduced last year will
benefit the organization and our members for many years to come. We will focus on a number
of new initiatives in 2017, ensuring the long-term financial health of the organization, but at
the same time continue to increase our outreach and influence, to demonstrate that FCI is the
voice of the factoring and receivables finance industry.

Peter Mulroy, FCI Secretary General

From left to right: Peter Mulroy (FCI), Sokim Mel (IFC),
Charles Vann (Association Bank of Cambodia), Rath
Sovannorak (National Bank of Cambodia), Cagatay
Baydar (FCI Chairman), Jinchang Lai (IFC) at the
conference in Phnom Penh, February 2017
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FCI Shanghai Members dinner, February 2017

NEW MEMBERS

CONNECT

One of the key reasons we exist is to connect people in the Industry – creating
opportunities for business, networking, creating relationships that last.
Since the last newsletter, the FCI family grew as we added the following Members:
The bank is based in Minsk, Republic of Belarus and
offers a full range of financial services. The bank was
established in 2000 to enhance the financial services
market of the Republic of Belarus. It was designed to
promote the development of trade and economic
relations between Belarus and other countries - economic partners of Belarus, the implementation
of major socio-economic programs and business activities and the introduction of progressive
forms of customer service and to attract foreign investment into the country.
According to the results of 10 months of 2016 the bank is part of the top ten banks in the
Republic of Belarus in terms of assets, size of the loan portfolio and the amount of deposits.
In joining FCI, Joint Stock Company “Bank Moscow-Minsk” wishes to take advantage of the
global platform that membership provides.

Belarusian-Swiss Bank (Joint Stock Company) (JSC
“BSB Bank”) has operated on the Belarusian banking
market since October 7, 2002. The authorized capital
of the Bank consists of 100% foreign investments. BSB Bank shareholders are three Swiss
companies: JSC Swiss Investment Century – 4,38%; JSC Alpin Professional Investment – 85,87%;
andJSC Profinvest Professional and Financial Investment – 5,06%.
Today, BSB Bank infrastructure includes nine branch offices in Minsk, representative offices in
Vitebsk and Bobruisk, more than thirty currency exchange offices and a wide network of owned
and partnership ATMs, covering the entire territory of the Republic of Belarus.
BSB Bank provides a full range of services for private and corporate customers. The Bank’s activity
is based on a high service quality and customer focus. Remote customer service systems and
service quality control allow BSB Bank to fully and promptly respond to the needs of each
customer.
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The Bank strives to satisfy its customers by the highest quality level. This development strategy
is the basis for a fruitful and long-term collaboration between BSB Bank and its customers.

The Bank’s mission is to assist people to increase the material and spiritual wealth and support
the establishment of friendly human relations.

CONNECT

CONNECT

Euler Hermes
Euler Hermes is the global leader in trade credit
insurance and a recognized specialist in the areas of
bonding, guarantees and collections. With more
than 100 years of experience, the company offers business-to-business clients financial services
to support cash and trade receivables management. Its proprietary intelligence network tracks
and analyzes daily changes in corporate solvency among small, medium and multinational
companies active in markets representing 92% of global GDP.
Headquartered in Paris, the company is present in over 50 countries with 6,000+ employees.
Euler Hermes is a subsidiary of Allianz, listed on Euronext Paris (ELE.PA) and rated AA- by Standard
& Poor’s and Dagong Europe. The company posted a consolidated turnover of €2.6 billion in
2015 and insured global business transactions for €890 billion in exposure at the end of 2015.
Further information: www.eulerhermes.com, LinkedIn or Twitter

Hengfeng Bank has set up 16 first-tier branches and
19 second-tier branches in Beijing, Shanghai,
Qingdao, Jinan, Nanjing, Hangzhou, Chengdu,
Chongqing, Yantai, Fuzhou, Kunming, Xi’an and
Ningbo. Its total outlets have exceeded 250 across
the country. It has also set up five rural banks.
As a national joint-stock commercial bank initiating in Shandong, the hometown of Confucius
and Mencius, Hengfeng Bank has upheld the corporate values that “perseverance binds success,
and virtue induces wealth”. It has applied itself to be a messenger of knowledge and technology,
builder of channels and platforms, and provider of integrated financial solutions. It has striven to
cultivate itself into a first-class commercial bank, providing customers and the society
comprehensive financial services of highest efficiency and best experiences.
Under the corporate culture of “Open, innovative, competitive, coordinated, disciplined,
executive”, Hengfeng Bank will improve internal work, consolidate foundation, manage business
in compliance with laws and regulations, and take firm actions in transformation.

￼
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The RHB Banking Group (RHB) is the fourth largest fully
integrated financial services group in Malaysia. The Group’s
core businesses are streamlined into seven main business
pillars, namely Group Retail Banking, Group Business &
Transaction Banking, Group Wholesale Banking, Singapore
Business Operations, Group Shariah Business, Group International Business and Group Insurance.
All the seven business pillars are offered through the Group’s main subsidiaries, while its asset
management and unit trust businesses are undertaken by RHB Asset Management Sdn. Bhd.
and RHB Islamic International Asset Management Berhad. The Group’s regional presence now
spans ten countries including Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand, Brunei, Cambodia, Hong
Kong, Vietnam, Lao PDR and Myanmar. It is RHB Banking Group’s aspiration to continue to
deliver superior customer experience and shareholder value; and to be recognised as a Leading
Multinational Financial Services Group.
RHB’s Group Transaction Banking (GTB) comprises Cash Management, Trade Finance & Services,
Financial Institutions and Business Innovative Solutions, providing a full range of transactionrelated services including cash management, working capital and supply chain financing. The
Bank strongly supports local Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). In line with its initiative to
focus on export trade, RHB has a key role to play in promoting local exporters beyond Malaysian
shores. As a result of its dedication, RHB received the prestigious award of Best Trade Bank in
Malaysia in 2016 by the Asian Banker.
“RHB is glad to be part of the big FCI family and with the FCI community, we aspire to achieve
even more as a trade and export bank”, says the company’s representative.
SHB was established in 1993. Over 23 years of
development, SHB is proud of being one of the commercial
banks with leading pace of growth in Vietnam, achieving
lots of outstanding successes thanks to its comprehensive
development strategy along with social corporate
responsibility performance. On the basis of its “Solid partners – Flexible solutions” motto and an
innovation-led business strategy for the benefits of its customers and the prosperity of its
shareholders – investors, SHB gains the satisfaction of customers and partners thanks to
specialized, convenient, quality and competitive banking products, services as well as professional
style.
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After the successful acquisition of Hanoi Housing Bank (Habubank) in 2015, SHB became a largescale financial institution in Vietnam with total assets of VND 170,000 billion, charter capital of
VND 9,000 billion, more than 2 million personal and institutional clients, above 5,000 staff
members, a widespread network of over 400 branches and transaction offices all over the country
and 3 branches in Laos and Cambodia. Thanks to non-stop efforts during its 23-year history, SHB
has been awarded many notable national and international certificates of merit, awards in
acknowledgement of collective and individual achievements. Typically, on the Bank’s 20th
Anniversary, SHB was honorably presented the Second Class Labor Medal by the President of
Vietnam.

Thanks to outstanding achievements, SHB is now among Top 5 largest private commercial banks
in Vietnam and is paying great efforts to become a Vietnam’s leading modern multi-functional
retail Bank. By 2020, SHB would become a strong financial holding group under international
standards.

CONNECT
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Shanghai Lanfeng Business Factoring Co. Ltd is wholly
owned by Zendai Group and its purpose is to provide
professional supply chain financial factoring services.
Zendai Group was founded in 1992, and its founder Dai Zhikang uphold spirit of enterprise and
mission which is “Experimentalism, Positivism, Realization” and “Perfect Order, Great Harmony,
Grand Beauty, Greater Self”. With continuous exploration and innovation, Zendai Group has
become a main integrated multinational investment group, which focuses on professional
financial investment and real estate industry. Zendai Group has more than 12000 employees,
with total assets of more than thirty billion RMB. The financial investment fields include securities
investment management, enterprise asset management, asset restructuring and mergers and
acquisitions, corporate financial advisers, securities investment consulting, industrial investment,
investment in energy development, etc.
Since the establishment of Shanghai Lanfeng Business Factoring Co. Ltd, the financial strength
of the Zendai Group has been improved. At the very beginning, the company was specialized in
domestic factoring business. And at present, they have the standard operating procedures, large
business scale, and diversified business type, including standard commercial factoring, reverse
factoring, bill factoring and channel service. The company has strategic cooperations with the
pharmaceutical industry, electronics manufacturing industry, education industry, petrochemical
industry and other industries.
To expand the business, Shanghai Lanfeng Business Factoring Co. Ltd is focusing on international
factoring business since last year. The company is developing its international business through
the cooperation with international factors, strengthening the management of accounts receivable,
accounts receivable collection and other services from the domestic buyer. In addition, the
company also operates overseas import credit endorsement transfer business, provides financial
support for domestic importers to solve the problem of capital turnover.
￼
We wish them lots of success!
Other Members who joined more recently will be included in the next issue of In-Sight.
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You wish to place an advertising in the next publication? Please contact Gwendoline de Viron,
Head of Marketing and Communication, deviron@fci.nl to get the conditions.

CONNECT
ERIK TIMMERMANS

A View from Brussels

Deputy Secretary General

It comes almost as a surprise to realize that we are already in the second year of the Union
between FCI and IFG. It feels as if the “new FCI” exists since much longer and it is great to see
that the joined organization is fully operational: the new branding, website, organizational
structure are 100% implemented and we can now concentrate our efforts on the development
of the association and on our mission of representing, defending and connecting the Factoring
and Receivables Finance Industry worldwide.
Some important projects will show tangible results this year, such as the International Reverse
Factoring (or SCF) project and the improved Compliance framework. I have the pleasure of
coordinating the Compliance Committee and I am confident that we will finalize some hard
deliverables during our upcoming meeting in Amsterdam on 10th of March, which will then be
rolled out at the Annual Meeting in June in Lima, Peru. This may be one of the most important
projects for reinforcing our two-factor platform and for making sure that we can grow
international business in a safe way in the future.
The Executive Committee will also meet in March and one of the important agenda items is
“innovation”. The Chairmen of the different technical committees together with the Chairman,
Secretary General and Deputy Secretary General have prepared this topic during a meeting in
Amsterdam in January. It is obvious that there are many areas where FCI can and will increase
its membership value and can enlarge its role of representing the Factoring & Receivables
Finance Industry.
Being also responsible for “EMEA” in the FCI structure, I would like to share some news on
what’s going on in the different regions.

EU
End of January, FCI organized together with its EU division, the EU
Federation for Factoring & Commercial Finance, the third EU Summit.
You will read a full report on this important meeting elsewhere in this newsletter. The Factoring
market in the EU continues to grow in volume and in awareness. There are some important
challenges with increased regulation coming from the EU and it is therefore of great importance
that we defend with one voice the Industry’s interests. In general this comes down to a clear
explanation of the differences between traditional banking and factoring, which is a specialized
non-bank financial service (even when offered within a banking structure). I will participate in a
Roundtable on SME Finance, organized by the EU Commission (Capital Markets Union) and
hopefully have the opportunity to explain that factoring is a low risk financial service that
supports SME’s and therefore is an important tool for the development of the real economy
and employment.
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Central East Europe

On Thursday 9th February 2017, I participated in a Factoring workshop, organized by the
Kosovo Banking Association and the EBRD (European Bank for Reconstruction & Development).
Eight banks as well as one non-bank financial institution participated in the event.
The workshop ended with a round table discussion between participants and organizers on the
current market status for factoring in Kosovo and on how the main obstacles can be overcome.
In a new factoring environment such as Kosovo, it doesn’t come as a surprise that the biggest
challenges are the absence of a supportive legal environment and the lack of awareness and
understanding of factoring in the business community.

But notwithstanding these barriers, at least two players have started to offer traditional and
reverse factoring products and are developing the market. The support from EBRD and FCI to
improve the general factoring environment with best practices, education and promotion were
highly appreciated by the Kosovo Banking Association.
A Factoring Promotion event will take place in Tbilisi, Georgia on 28th February. The event is
organized by our three local FCI members and FCI will be represented by its Chairman, Çagatay
Baydar and myself.
On 6-7 April our Central East European Chapter, chaired
by Simon Peterman will organize its yearly Regional
Conference on Factoring in Warsaw, Poland. The event
is since many years one of my personal favourites and I
look very much forward to speaking at this yearly summit
of the Factoring Industry in Central East Europe and I
hope of course to meet many of our members from the
region.
The conference offers a mixture of presentations on Factoring, the state of Economy, a panel
on Factoring in CEE, update of the Supply Chain Finance (SCF) initiative, the role and
achievements of the EUF, Credit Insurance & Factoring, influence of technology on Factoring
and a panel on CEE as champion in the Two-Factor System.
The Conference is aimed at an audience of professionals from the CEE Region and beyond,
and particularly towards the leaders of Factoring companies, specialized banks and financial
institutions, consulting firms, official organizations, companies offering their services to the
world of factoring (lawyers, insurers, IT providers) and exporters and other companies interested
by the world of factoring.
More information and registration on our website.
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Africa

On 30-31 March, we will be in Douala, Cameroon for an Africa Promotion Conference,
organized in cooperation with our Africa Chapter, chaired by Afreximbank. The event will
attract participants from at least members of the Central Region of Africa (Cameroon, Chad,
Central Republic, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Congo, Democratic Republic of Congo) and
other countries. Cameroon is considered as a hub in Central Africa and has passed a Law of
Factoring in 2014. We believe that this event will therefore be able to boost the development
of factoring in the region. FCI will be represented by Çagatay Baydar, Peter Mulroy and myself.

Middle East

Our first regional Middle East conference in
Dubai in November of last year showed
great interest from this part of the world in
the development of domestic and
international factoring activities. I have
therefore proposed to the ExCom to install a
Middle East Chapter that can bring members
from the region together to discuss matters
of interest and to organize a yearly regional conference. One of the actions which have already
been launched is to study the feasibility of creating a “Sharia Compliant” deviation to GRIF
that would support two-factor business within the region. Two prospective members
(International Islamic Trade Finance Corporation ITFC and Noor Islamic Bank) as well as our
member Dar Al Tawreeq Forfaiting & Factoring have kindly taken the lead in the preparation
of this analysis. I hope to be able to report on the progress of this project in the next newsletter.

I look forward to meeting many of you at one or more of our coming events and of course at
our Annual Meeting in Lima, Peru in June!
Erik Timmermans
Deputy Secretary General
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FCI Conferences in Asia

LEE KHENG LEONG

Asian Chapter Director

As part of our program to help our members to increase their export factoring, an export
factoring promotion conference was held in Bangkok on 6th February. The full day event was
jointly organized with IFS Capital Thailand, Bangkok Grand Pacific Lease and KasikornBank.
The conference was attended by more than 100 participants who are mainly exporters. It was
graced by Ms. Kwanapa Phivnil, Director of Department of Trade promotion who gave the
opening speech. Apart from speeches by the local members, Roberto Weckop of Deutsche
Factoring Bank and Thompson Lui of Wells Fargo were present to give their speeches on
export factoring to Europe and the US respectively. As usual the role play on international
factoring with dialogue in Thai was very well received.

Following the conference in Bangkok, Peter, Roberto and I flew to Phnom Penh for the next leg
of the Asia Road show.
Our events in Phnom Penh were organized together with IFC.
The first event was a two day workshop on international factoring from 8th to 9th February .
Philip Cheng from Purple Vintage Factoring and Neo Ban Seng of Kapp Consulting spoke at
the workshop as well. The workshop was attended by about 80 participants who were given a
certificate of attendance issued jointly by IFC and FCI.
This was followed by the conference on international factoring jointly organized with IFC. All
members of the Marketing Committee were present. The conference, which was graced by Mr.
Rath Sovannorak, Deputy General of Banking Supervision, National Bank of Cambodia, who
gave the opening speech, was successful and was attended by more than 100 participants.
Again the FCI role play on international factoring where part of the dialogue was in Cambodian
was very well received by the audience who were also very enthusiastic and raised many
questions.
Whilst there are many challenges like those experienced by all countries which are new to
factoring, we can take comfort that in the law of assignment of receivable, one of the biggest
problems has been removed as they have adopted the secured transaction law promulgated
by IFC.
We are hopeful that we will get more members arising from this conference.
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Join IFC - FCI
conference in
Phnom Penh

Workshop on Factoring, 6th April, Jakarta
According to the white paper published by the EU Federation of Factoring and Commercial
Finance, factoring is used primarily by MSME and it also provides working capital to businesses
that drive the true economy. In addition, according to a study by WTO, international factoring
enables MSME to have access to international trade.
In order to spread the message to the Indonesian audience, FCI decided to organise, in
cooperation with APPI and with the sponsoring of KAPPS, a workshop on Factoring. The
workshop is organised just after the ICC meeting in Jakarta.
In this workshop you will learn about the fundamentals of both domestic and international
factoring, the benefits of factoring to MSME and the risks and control of factoring.
More information and registration on our website.
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Annual Meeting

JACQUELINE WOLDE
YOHANNES

Director of Administration

Just another few months and we will all gather in Lima, Peru, for FCI’s 49th annual meeting,
which will take place from 11-15 June 2017.
This year, the format of the annual meeting as you may know from previous “save the date”
mailings, has changed. We have shortened it by one day, so the closing dinner will be held on
Thursday evening, 15th June (instead of the normal Friday closing). This is after receiving many
comments from members that in this day and age, it is challenging to be away for an entire
week. What has not changed is a program packed with interesting speakers, presentations and
panel discussions.
Plus, as an option, we have added a weekend trip to Cusco and Machu Picchu, but this is a
separate cost from the normal registration. See below highlights of the meeting.
Sunday 11th June
Welcome cocktails and dinner in the conference hotel
Monday 12th June
Welcome address by the Chairman of FCI
Keynote Addresses Year in Review by the Secretary General of FCI
Breakout sessions in the afternoon – on the following topics:
• SCF project;
• Compliance proposal
• Basel/regulatory issues - Basel regulatory capital requirements and their effect on capital
adequacy for the factoring and receivables finance industry
Tuesday 13th June
Regional presentations
Technical Committees presentations
Panel discussions on:
• UNCITRAL: Convention on the Assignment of Receivables and Model Law on Secured
Transactions
• Credit Insurance: Recent trends and its applicability as a risk mitigation tool in factoring
• Evolution of FINTECHS today and their impact on the factoring industry tomorrow
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Casual Dinner that evening will be held in Huaca Pucllana, a great adobe and clay pyramid
located in the Miraflores district of Central Lima. It served as an important ceremonial and
administrative center for the advancement of the Lima Culture, a society which developed in
the Peruvian Central Coast between the years of 200 AD and 700 AD.

CONNECT
Wednesday 14th June
Membership Forum, which is the traditional Wednesday morning plenum session, but it will
now be followed immediately with the Council Meeting. Time permitting, there is opportunity
for bilateral discussions.
Thursday 15th June
Full day of networking for all delegates and spouses with visits to
some highlights in Lima and the surrounding areas. Highlights include:
a visit to colonial Lima’s downtown area, the Larco Museum, with the
most complete private collection of treasures from Old Peru,
Pachacamac, one of the most renowned pilgrimage zones in PreIncan times. We will all enjoy luncheon at a Hacienda, to see a glimpse
to the special world of Peruvian Paso horses and enjoy the flavours of
the Peruvian kitchen.
Farewell Dinner will be held in MALI, the Museum of Art of Lima.

Friday 16th June (optional)
For those interested in a side trip to Cusco and Machu Picchu, one of the so-called “new
wonders of the world” our event planner in Lima has arranged a three-day trip, see here for
details. If you are interested, please contact Condor Travel at dmc-peru@condortravel.com
Our conference hotel is the Westin Lima. FCI has always emphasised the importance of this
annual meeting as a networking event, and we feel that staying in the same conference hotel
facilitates appointments to be organized between members and networking to more
conveniently to take place. More details are available on the FCI website, and online booking
is open. Please do not contact the hotel yourself as all accommodation arrangements must be
made through the FCI Secretariat!
We hope that the Annual Meeting will be attended by both the chief executives/managing
directors as well as those executives in charge of international factoring. All social activities
during the annual meeting are open to all delegates to maximize the networking opportunities.
Finally, we hope many delegates will be accompanied by their spouse, to enjoy the very
interesting spouses’ programme. It remains one of the very good traditions we have in FCI!
We look forward to meeting you in four months in Lima. We are all quite excited for this annual
meeting to take place in one of the most vibrant markets in Latin America.
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EDUCATE
MARINA AZZARA

Banco Supervielle SA

Opinion Paper on Education
FRAGILE: HANDLE WITH CARE!

Last month, while visiting one of my client’s industrial plants, a big signboard with a counter
at the entrance caught my attention: “730 days without accidents”. I immediately started to
observe my surroundings: all employees in uniforms, also wearing helmets and boots with
thick rubber soles. There were clear signs on the walls with messages on the correct use and
handling of machinery and tools, and on the use by pedestrians and stackers of their own and
separated well-delineated inner roads.
I was then invited by the Chief Engineer to tour the industrial plant, and with my nice helmet
on, I was shown “in action” the newest acquisition of the company: a first-rate USD 1.5 million
24/7 assembly-line. The best of the best. And immediately, a question came to my mind: will
the shareholders of this company entrust the use and supervision of such a “precious jewel” to
the hands of under-trained employees? Would they risk the whole production and future sales
on unskilled workers? Of course not. It was crystal-clear that this company had invested in new
technology, but it was also revealing that it had invested in training its committed workforce.
An employee will become more efficient and productive if he is trained well. And even if an
accident might occur and the worst comes to worst, it will surely take him less time to fix the
unwanted situation.
Likewise, the same principle applies to our Industry. Sad to say, we are also exposed to
unwanted “accidents” if our business is being handled by under-trained executives. And
although our accidents do not involve explosions, big fires or iron pieces flying everywhere,
our “silent” cases are as harmful and risky as those in an industrial plant: big losses of money,
clients, business opportunities, time and trust. As simple as that.
Training and education then is a key issue for our business too. We, in our companies, are
also given a “precious jewel” to handle and manage and we need to be prepared to do so.
And despite believing that education and training cost time and money, not receiving them
also comes at a cost. What’s more, as FCI members we are not working isolated, submerged
in our offices: we are interconnected with our worldwide partners on whom we rely (or who
rely on us) for the completion of our successful and thoroughgoing businesses. Therefore our
commitment trespasses the frontiers of our offices. Training shouldn’t be overlooked.

AN EMPLOYEE
WILL BECOME
MORE EFFICIENT AND
PRODUCTIVE IF HE IS
TRAINED WELL
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And as members of FCI we cannot be “more” lucky: we do not have to seek training or educational
solutions at exotic or distant places. FCI provides a wide variety of learning opportunities and
Educational support to its members all year round, targeted either at those who just start the
business or join the network, or at those who are already on the go and need to fill a gap. And
all the desirable fields of learning are being covered: FCI’s two-factor system, seller and buyer
control, the legal framework, dispute management, marketing and sales, operation and legal
issues, client selection, risk management, communication, best practices and compliance.
Online courses, regional seminars and workshops are always available. Some of the courses and
seminars are also given in other languages. But the offer does not end there: the Education,
Planning and Development and Chapter Directors are always willing to help. (I remember my
very first steps in FCI: a totally new world to me. But I am really very thankful to Ms Aysen
Cetintas, the Education Director who really gave me lots of support by that time, but also when
I came across some other concerns while we were on the path!) Newcomers today can benefit
from the mentorship program during their start-up process: the sharing of the in’s and out’s of the
business, and of knowledge and experiences by other seasoned factoring professionals.
In all, the offer is wide and the benefits are vast. We need to increase and spread our business
in a flawless manner, and we cannot afford to lose opportunities and money by underperforming
in our jobs. “Accidents” are devastating but a commitment in training and education can prevent
them. We always need to improve our standards for the sake of our company and of our FCI
partners too. Training and Education are a must. Remember, we have a precious jewel in our
hands .… Will you let it fall and crash into thousands of pieces?
I hope not.
Marina Azzara
Leader, International Factoring
BANCO SUPERVIELLE S.A. (Argentina)

“Accidents” are devastating but a
commitment in training and education can prevent them.
We always need to improve our standards for the sake of
our company and of our FCI partners too. Training and
Education are a must. Remember, we have a precious jewel
in our hands .… Will you let it fall and crash into thousands
of pieces?
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SUCCESSFULL SEMINAR ON RISK
MANAGEMENT IN FACTORING
IN THE ALPS
The FCI Technical Committees worked closely together to
prepare a new series of seminars, designed to cover all risk
factors in a factoring transaction and to provide participants
with an understanding of the importance of internal controls
and risk management in factoring operations. In 2015 we
conducted this seminar in Shenzhen, Taipei and Mexico.
From 5th until 8th February 2017, FCI returned to Spitzingsee,
after three years’ absence, to conduct the Risk Seminar in this
mountain resort in the Bavarian Alps.
The seminar was well attended, with close to 50 attendees
from 15 countries, who listened to presentations by members
of the FCI Education Committee (Daniela Bonzanini, Beata
Filipska, Vivid Liu, Sally Parker, Spyros Tsolis), with the Education
Director, Aysen Cetintas, as seminar leader. Every plenum
session was followed by a breakout session, where delegates
discussed several case studies. The final – and very interesting
- presentation on KYC and compliance was by the special
guest speaker, Dr. Stephan Vitzthum, Chief Compliance Officer
of Targo Commercial Finance, Germany.
There was of course time for networking and some relaxation
as well: the traditional walk through the woods to reach the
lunch venue on Monday, with heavy snowfall to accompany us
and the final evening with the equally traditional international
song contest. These features (along with the fact that
Spitzingsee is a very secluded village and delegates have
nowhere else to go), ensure a very intensive and successful
event.
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The seminar focussed on 5 main themes relating to risks in
international factoring:
•

Seller Risks

•

Buyer Risks

•

Operational Risks

•

KYC and Compliance Risks

•

Third Party Risks

EDUCATE

From the satisfaction surveys, we can see that the most valuable business experience of this
seminar were:
•
•
•
•
•

To hear how risk is handled at different factors
To meet colleagues from other factoring and countries to know more about international
factoring
Presentations on sellers and buyers risk
I understand better how to market the factoring product, to mitigate the risks, to explain to
the customers the advantages
Fraud, Compliance, AML
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Let’s discover some testimonials:

“Very nice seminar. Very nice conversation, very nice place. Thank you FCI“
Géraldine Lemardeley, BNP Paribas Factor France
“Interesting FCI seminar on Risk Management with great exchange of ideas with
participants of other countries worldwide.” Detlev Beckendorf, Bibby Czech
Republic
“The seminar was very helpful in getting in touch on the subject of international
factoring” Jörg Hörmann, AKA Germany

EDUCATE

First Time in Asia
AYSEN CETINTAS

Education Director

Join the “Operational Workshop on
International Factoring and edifactoring.com”

Taipei, Taiwan, from Thursday 23rd March 09:00 to Friday 24th March 17:00
Shanghai, P.R. of China, from Monday 27th March 09:00 to Tuesday 28th March 17:00
A “must attend” training for all FCI members, where the FCI Education Committee (Edcom)
and the FCI Business & IT Solutions Committee (Comcom) worked closely together to create
this new workshop which introduces participants to the operational and legal environment of
the FCI Two-Factor platform.
What is it for?
• The main objective of this Workshop is to show how to handle the FCI Two-Factor business
both as Export and Import Factor.
• The second objective of the Workshop is to show how to use edifactoring.com properly and
efficiently, including tips and tricks to simplify your daily work.
Who should attend?
All staff who are or will be using edifactoring.com, whether you are a long-time member of FCI
or only joined recently:
• staff members operating at junior and/or experienced levels who are involved in the day-today operations of the FCI two-factor system i.e. employees working in the international
department, client management department, collection and operation department, risk
monitoring department
• for new and/or smaller members of FCI, the management would also be part of this target
group
The workshop is a MUST for all members and especially for new members!
This brand-new training will focus primarily on the operations of the FCI Two-Factor business
and the use of edifactoring.com messages, business rules and their implications for day-to-day
business.
The format for this training will combine plenum presentations with Q&A sessions and a
business simulation with many hands-on experiences. Members of the FCI Edcom and the FCI
Comcom will act as presenters and instructors in all sessions of the training.
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How to register?
More information and registration on our website: https://fci.nl/en/events/upcoming-events.

Testimonials from last edition:

“FCI seminars are organized on the highest level of professionalism when theory
matches the practical part.”
“The seminar was very useful for both new members and experienced members.”

“It was great working on the case in edifactoring.com and learning all details of the
two-factor system.”

EDUCATE

FCI FOUNDATION COURSE ON FACTORING
FOR NON-MEMBERS
E-LEARNING

In the previous edition, we announced the launch of the Foundation course in Spanish. Now the
Foundation course for non-members is also available in Chinese.

ENGLISH

CHINESE

SPANISH

This course offers all new factoring staff a comprehensive online introduction to the Industry. The
FCI Foundation Course provides an overview of factoring including a brief history of the Industry
and information about FCI as well as the different types of factoring, benefits, methods, factoring
business process and the mechanism of the two-factor system.
The course comprises of four modules and a glossary.

•
•
•
•

FACTORING WORLDWIDE AND FCI
AN OVERVIEW OF FACTORING
SELECTION & ONBOARDING OF THE SELLER
PROCESSES & MANAGEMENT OF THE SELLER
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This course is suitable for new and recent entrants to the Industry and is appropriate for staff
employed at all levels within the Industry with less than 12 months factoring experience.
The student takes an on-line exam of 30 multiple choice questions covering the study material,
to be completed in 120 minutes. The successful student will receive an FCI Certificate Foundation
Course on Domestic and International Factoring.
Next study term begins on 3rd April 2017, registrations are open till 17th March.
The course is offered in Spanish, Chinese or English.

More information and registration: www.fci.nl/en/education/index

EDUCATE
JOHN BREHCIST

Advocacy Director

COFIT In Africa

Education is one of the key pillars of the FCI offering for its members. 2016 saw the delivery of
a great range of educational activity designed to build the knowledge and skill sets of people
working in the Industry. In an example of our innovative approach, this year we ran an adapted
version of the unique Certificate of Finance in International Trade for a group of high performing
managers from Afrexim Bank.
This course, which runs over four week-long sessions, is a combined offering from FCI and the
University of Malta and is delivered by university academics and Industry experts who have
between them many lifetimes of front line experience and knowledge to share. It’s a groundbreaking syllabus and the only direct industry facing course in the world that provides attendees
with portable university recognised certification.
The course material covers a very wide range of
topics which run from basic theory to highly practical
applications and role play. To give a flavour, subjects
studied include: Financial Instruments, Interpretation
of Accounting Statements and Economic Statistics,
International Trade Overview, Trade Politics and
Economics, Trade Based Money Laundering and
Financial Crime, Structured Commodity Finance,
Risks and Challenges of International Trade,
International Business Financing, International
Marketing, Developing Countries: Growth, Crises
and Reform, Islamic Finance and Emerging Markets,
Introduction to Factoring and Commercial Finance,
Legal Aspects, Marketing, Sales, Account
Management, Fraud and Risk Management…the list
goes on.
It’s intensive and certainly hard work for the
participants - but it’s without doubt also a rewarding
experience.
The
academic
lectures
are
complemented by practical sessions, exams and
assessments. Knowledge is definitely shared; having
been part of the delivery team for the last session in
Cairo in December, I know the effort students put in
is as real as the enjoyment both they and the tutors
get!
Delivered with the close logistical support of Afrexim
Bank, this special edition of COFIT demonstrates the
power of FCI’s educational capability to deliver a
programme which can be attuned to the particular
needs of the client organisation.
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Listen to just a few examples of the feedback!
According to Feyi, “The facilitator” on Documentary Collections “was very knowledgeable and
moved at our pace. The presentation was really useful with great insight”, whilst Dina said it
usefully “covered a lot of the areas that I meet in my work”.
Ayo found the Documentary Credit session was “Interesting, interactive and educational.”
On the Interpretation of Financial Accounts, Feyi thought “The presentation was spot on and I
learned so much!”
When it came to Guarantees, Cathy reported “a practical lecture with great patience for our
many questions.”
Omar felt the session on International Trade had “a very good infographic on Incoterms and was
well presented”.
Ayo also reported that the Commodity Finance session “sharpened up my knowledge”.
By its end, the whole programme had received high levels of appreciative feedback from the
attendees. For example, when speaking to Omar after the event, he told me that for him the best
bit was the business game, which “was both competitive and informative”, but that the whole
course had given him “almost a complete background of all the aspects and products of Trade
Finance”.
For me, the best news is that he now wants to go on and learn even more!
And like Omar in Afrexim Bank, there will be many more waiting and willing to take on the COFIT
challenge. It’s a great opportunity for ambitious managers to build their knowledge and progress
in their business; for their employers, it’s a key mechanism to build skills, knowledge and create
loyalty.
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Course participants with (from left to right) lecturers Aysen Cecintas, Christian Faber, John Brehcist and
Marius Savin
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EU Factoring and Commercial
Finance Federation and FCI host

JOHN BREHCIST

Advocacy Director

3rd Factoring Summit
On 25th and 26th January 2017, The EU
Federation for the Factoring and
Commercial Finance Industry (EUF) and
FCI hosted a highly successful third
Factoring Summit in Madrid.
A broad and extensive range of C-level
participants from Europe and beyond
gathered to consider and discuss the
current Industry environment and the
debates and feedback that these well
received presentations generated will
help inform the action plans of the EUF
in addressing the opportunities in
Europe.
Following the first two successful Summits, which were both held in Brussels in January 2015
and 2016, it was decided to change the venue of this latest meeting to allow a different
perspective. And so it was brought to Spain, one of the five largest European commercial
finance markets.
A welcome cocktail and museum gallery tour was kindly provided by Caixa Bank on the evening
before the main event.
Opened by a “State of the Nation” review from Erik Timmermans, the Chairman of the EUF,
the audience learned how the industry turnover in Europe is approaching €1.5Tn, representing
10% of the region’s GDP, and how it is a “low loss solution” with average provisions of 0.26%
of advances.
Euralia, the EUF’s chosen lobbying partner gave an update on the ever evolving and complex
political regulatory environment at a time of impending Brexit, whilst keynote speaker Pedro
Coman from the Bank of Spain addressed the importance of the industry in funding business
and the need for regulation to be proportionate.
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The Summit then considered product development, the significant legal, regulatory and
accounting challenges as well as how the Industry might work with potential common interest
stakeholders like the Leasing Industry.
Growth, innovation and development opportunities were also subject to detailed analysis and
comment in a highly participative event.
Josep Selles, MD of Gedesco and FCI ExCom ViceChairman updated the audience on the development
and importance of reverse factoring, “Confirming”,
in Spain, together with a view on how the technique
could be used by FCI to develop business for its
members.

CONNECT
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Leon Dhaene, Director General Eurofinas-Leaseurope, gave an update on the state of the
leasing industry in Europe and how their organisation too is willing to cooperate in lobbying
and dealing with the regulators where useful and appropriate.
Laurent Tabouelle, Managing Director, CODIX, France which kindly sponsored the event gave
a quick overview of how technology can support the Industry.
This was followed by a piece of futurology from Dirk
Van Strijthem, CEO, KBC Commercial Finance, and
André Casterman, Chief Marketing Officer, INTIX
who gave their assessments of some Fintech
initiatives that have the potential to significantly
influence the Factoring and Commercial Finance
Industry.
Antoine de Chabot and Diego Tavecchia of the EUF gave their overviews on the work,
successes of and challenges for the EUF Legal and Prudential Risk Committees, whilst John
Brehcist gave an update on the progress towards the latest revision of the EUF’s unique
comparative legal study, a guide to the legal and regulatory environments of all European
countries.
Diego Tavecchia then hosted a panel which brought international experts and regulators
together to discuss IFRS developments and their potential effect and influence on Factoring;
Sebastian Erich, CEO of Intermarket Bank AG joined Anselmo Diaz, Director of Financial
Reporting and CIR, Spanish Central Bank and Charlotte Lo, Director, Banking, Accounting
Advisory, KPMG. It became quite clear from the discussions that there is significant work to do
to ensure the standards are set in a way which properly recognises and reflect the nature of
our Industry.
Erik Timmermans, Chairman of EUF, and Françoise Palle-Guillabert, Vice Chairman then held
a round up session to analyse the implications of the issues discussed, both for the European
industry and for the EUF in its support. They also focused on two areas that the EUF sees as
having some key potential regulatory impacts on the Industry: Shadow Banking and Anacredit
proposals. They also posed questions to the audience: What should the next steps be and
how can we organize ourselves to be more proactive?
The Summit provoked much debate and interest with many commenting on the importance
of acting together to address the issues raised. As Erik Timmermans put it in closing, “the
Industry is currently providing €180bn of funding to European businesses; the Summit has
shown again the importance of communicating the benefits - and the particular nature of our
Industry - to the regulators and lawmakers to ensure its continued success.”
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The success of the past is the
challenge ahead

Opinion Paper from Sebastien Erich,
Intermarket Bank AG / Austria

Factoring is one of the oldest financing instruments in the world – In Europe the first real
Factoring entities appeared in the 17th century – and the principle of trading receivables was
already discovered by the Babylonians. Despite this – Factoring has until recently played a
minor role in the financing structure of corporate clients.
As we all know, this has dramatically changed in the last 10 years – and the first “EUF White
Paper” shows not only impressive growth rates but even more impressively low risk ratios –
World Factoring volumes as of 2015 are at 2,373 bln EUR – with 1,471 bln done only within
Europe. This is a real SUCCESS STORY in the world of finance.
We know as well, that the financial crisis in 2007-2008 has created a lot of damage in most
economies – and what has been “state of the art financial engineering” back in the 90’s and
early 2000’s (i.e structured derivatives etc…) has backfired and created global instability in the
financial industry. Loan books of banks have turned sour – and politicians and regulators have
rightly discovered, that a lot of transactions were not helping but threatening financial markets
and economies.
Since then, regulators understandably try to define and constantly refine rules and regulations
with the aim of avoiding such dangerous accidents in the future. The name of the game is
“transparency & simplicity” in financial products. Even though “proportionality” is one of the
key principles of regulators – our experience (and this is quite human) shows, that fear can lead
to overreaction – i.e. overregulation…
Indeed – one can see, that sometimes neither supervisors (ECB or local ones) nor the banking
industry have a clear view in all details – thus leaving a lot of room for interpretation and “grey
zones”.
Due to the fact that our industry has “lived in the shadow” (even being considered as shadow
banking) for decades – the attention from local regulatory side was very different: Some
countries are not regulated at all – some are under local bank regulation already – some have
specific factoring regulation....
As the factoring volume in Europe has now reached 10.16% of the global EU GDP we have
stepped out of this shadow – and consequently EBA & ECB is increasingly focusing on our
industry. Whether we like it or not: regulation is going to come for all of us!
The problem now is, that the knowledge of factoring from regulator side is quite limited – and
– as we painfully experience in the various EUF committees - very much “lending based”.
We therefore risk ending up with classic bank regulation limiting our scope of action in the
future – even questioning our survival.
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I strongly recommend, that both FCI and EUF turn from a reactive approach towards EBA/ECB
and IASBoard to a much more proactive one. We need to lobby actively and explain to the
decision taking bodies how we manage and run our business and point out the main differences
between classic bank lending and factoring. This will cost more time and funding – but would
be well invested considering the potentially long term damage caused by wrong regulation.
The only way to achieve this in my view is that we internally (within FCI and EUF) agree on one
regulatory framework – and proactively propose it to EBA/ECB. Even though this can/will be
for some of us a painful process I see this as the last chance to avoid major harm to our industry.
AND… TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE !

INFLUENCE
LEE KHENG LEONG

Asian Chapter Director

Dialogue with Asia Chapter Director:

View of Chinese Factoring Market
Ms. Sun Jianbo, Deputy General Manager, International
Business Department, China Construction Bank
KL: China was the world’s largest factoring market in 2014 but
has dropped to 2nd position in 2015. What do you think are the
reasons for this?
Ms. Sun: China like the rest of the world has been affected by the
world economic slowdown. Meanwhile China has entered into a
phase called “New Normal” with major economic indicators falling
into a moderated increase rate of domestic economy growth.
Therefore unlike the previous Asian Economic Crisis where
China factoring surged ahead the rest of Asian countries after the
Crisis, this time around the impact comes from both the global economic downturn and the
insufficient domestic demand, causing a huge drop in our factoring volume. In addition, during
economic restructuring, enterprises’ default in payment resulted from insufficient domestic
demand and event of small probability like fraud also accounted for shrinkage of factoring
volume. Despite of all these, the prospect for China’s factoring industry is still bright after this
short period of adjustment.
KL: Do you think this downward trend can be arrested?
Ms. Sun: We believe that decline in the Chinese factoring volume has bottomed out. Like the
saying “what goes down must come up “ we are seeing some signs of recovery.
KL: What are the bright sparks for factoring in China? Does the China’s one belt one road
strategy help?
Ms. Sun: It is quite common now to say that the Chinese economy is growing at a new normal.
The growth rate which is not double digit but around 6.7% (by 3rd quarter 2016) is still high by
world standard. Whilst the world would like China to grow at a high rate, we are comfortable
with the relatively moderate growth instead of unsustainable rampant development. When it
comes to the “one belt one road” strategy, which generated nearly 1 trillion USD (995.5billion)
in bilateral trade, and formed 25.1% of China annual foreign trade in 2015, will continue to
grow in the coming years. Receivables from equipment sales, leasing, and mid-long term
projects related to countries covered in one belt one road will be our new focus and this would
certainly increase the international trade with China. This would also result in China assuming
a bigger role in import factoring like the other developed factoring markets.
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KL: We noted there has been prevalent use of credit insurance? Is it still the case now?
Is there increasing use of two factors now and why?
Ms. Sun: Credit insurance will continue to be complement factoring and play a useful role in
expanding trade both domestically and internationally. Sinosure for example, was established
to provide export credit insurance for state credit. Due to its competitive advantage in mid to
long term credit, its total credit coverage has amounted to USD 471.5 billion. I think that
during the last few years, credit insurance has expended its coverage from export trade to a
variety of fields such as equipment business, overseas investment and leasing. In view of this
the cooperation with credit insurance will definitely continue.
On the other hand, there will certainly be more use of two factors export factoring. Although
factors use credit insurance for export factoring, increasing more export factors will use import
factors to do the collection and invoice verification.
KL: Now that China is a developed factoring market would it do more import factoring?
Ms. Sun: Contrarily to the normal perception China is not doing enough import factoring, we
are in fact a major import factoring country! In 2016, China has overtaken the US to become
the world’s largest import factoring countries under the FCI two-factor international factoring.
Like the US, China has many large corporates which are natural candidates for import factoring.
Many countries in Asia sell to China and hence we are not only of natural but a large import
factoring country for them. In the last few years, we have seen more and more of our large
corporate clients switching from Letter of Credit to Open Account. This will not only be
cheaper but more efficient as well. As such, there is no doubt that China’s import factoring still
has a great potential. In fact, CCB has achieved import factoring volume of RMB 3.9 billion,
almost two times higher than that of export factoring. So, yes, we are and will do more import
factoring, in a balanced manner.
KL: How would China be a show case for the less developed Asia market?
Ms. Sun: Many Asian countries are awed by the development of factoring in China. Our
factoring practices may not be entirely the same as the US or European factors, in Asian
factoring industry, banks are the major players in market due to their ability in offering finance,
which is mostly needed driven by sellers. Also, banks have a much larger client base in major
industrial sectors and stronger position in risk management. It is certainly a useful model for
the other Asian countries.
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KL: There have been a proliferation of commercial factors in China as there are now
5,000 commercial factors in China. Do you see it as a threat to the banks or are they
complementing the banks?
Ms. Sun: The development of the commercial factors is no different from the US or Europe
where there are more commercial factors than bank factors. In fact, China took a different
route from the West. Whereas in the West, factoring started with commercial factors, in China
factoring started with the banks.

INFLUENCE
This is a healthy development. We see commercial factors complementing rather than
competing with banks. In fact, in recent years, some of the commercial factors in China are
large corporate affiliated. These commercial factors rely on the resources of the large corporate
to gather all accounts receivable, use factoring to meet their clients’ financial needs, optimize
financial statements, grasp information and data of the group’s supply chain. By means of refactoring, banks finance the commercial factors and indirectly get involved in commercial
factoring. In this sense, banks and commercial factors are complementary and interdependent.
We see opportunity for cooperation instead of threat.
KL: What is the prospect of China market in the next few years?
Ms. Sun: The Chinese development of factoring market will mirror the changes in the Chinese
economy. We will see a gradual and sustainable growth of the Chinese factoring industry. It will
be a more balanced factoring with banks and commercial factors helping to fuel the growth of
the Chinese enterprises. With banks financing the commercial factors, we will see a more
vibrant commercial factor serving as part of the Chinese factoring ecosystem.
KL: How do you see China Construction Bank playing a role in international factoring this
year?
Ms. Sun: We have seen an increase in our international factoring business and we are one of
the largest factors in China. We are developing a program to work with the commercial factors.
We also realize that, whilst factoring industry in China is in a strong position in business volume,
it is a comparatively weak in contribution to the factoring Industry . Although one of our staff,
Vivid Liu is in the FCI Education Committee and has played a useful role in many ways, there
is still a need for further contribution. More works have to be done by Chinese factors to
enable factors around the world to better understand our factoring market. We need to
publisize and promote our credibility and professionalism as well as for future cooperation with
other FCI members. In this connection, we hope CCB could help in creating greater awareness
in the international factoring community and showcasing the Chinese factoring market to the
promising Asia’s factoring market.

CREDIT
INSURANCE
WILL CONTINUE
TO BE
COMPLEMENT TO
FACTORING
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Developments
of International Factoring
in Bangladesh

PETER MULROY

Secretary General

FCI had organized a two-day workshop last month on behalf of the Bangladesh Bank (central
bank), The Bangladesh Institute of Bank Management (BIBM), which is the training wing of the
Bangladesh Bank and is under the Chairmanship of the Governor of Bangladesh Bank, and the
Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association. The event was supported by
Mr. Prashanta Banerjee, Professor & Director, Research Development & Consultant, BIBM and
led by Aysen Cetintas, Education Director and myself. The event included delegates from all
three organizations, including CEOs and Managing Directors of 15 of the largest commercial
banks in Bangladesh, who together represent the main pillars of the financial sector there. The
workshop was organized to educate the delegation on the benefits of international factoring
and receivables finance. The delegates also attended a one day on-site visit of our member
here in the Netherlands, ABN AMRO Commercial Finance supported by Peter de Koning,
Director of Strategy & Business Development. They also heard a short presentation by the
Secretary General of the International Credit Insurance & Surety Association (ICISA), Mr. Robert
Nijhout on the benefits of credit insurance as a risk mitigation tool to support the growth of
factoring.
The event followed several training programs and research grants in Bangladesh that were
initiated by FCI and/or BIBM for capacity building of banks in Bangladesh to launch this
international factoring service. Recently, ICC Bangladesh, BIBM, Asian Development Bank (ADB)
and FCI jointly organized a seminar and workshop in Dhaka on International Factoring, with
nearly three hundred mid and senior level executives overseeing operations, risk management
and legal departments of banks and commercial factors.
Bangladesh has been for generations a predominantly traditional trade finance market, trading
mostly against letters of credit. But as open account trade has expanded, the country is being
pushed to offer importers extended payment terms, causing capital constraints. Banks face
certain challenges in financing open account transactions. Banks usually take assignment of the
receivable as the basis for funding. Laws specific to factoring are not clear in Bangladesh and
this can cause differing opinions as to what constitutes a true sale for example. In cases of
disputes arising from factoring business, such confusion could potentially lead to costly legal
battles and settlements.
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In Bangladesh, the following issues are required to be accommodated within their existing rules,
regulations, Act and policies:
•

Assignment laws are codified under Section 130 of Transfer of Property Act 1882. It
spells out the rights of transfer of intangible assets like receivables to third parties. And
regarding the notification of the assignment to the debtor, there is no reference to it.
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•

Ministry of Commerce (MoC) has allowed international factoring in boosting export from
Bangladesh in its recently promulgated export policy 2015-201810. As per export policy
2015-2018, the central bank will create a congenial export-financing environment and
international factoring will be encouraged to promote exports from Bangladesh.

•

ICC’s Uniform Customs and Practices for Documentary Credits (UCP 600) are used traditionally
for exports under LCs. For international factoring, the Central Bank and Ministry of Commerce
is currently considering adopting policy to allow for the business practice in Bangladesh
subject to banks covering foreign exposure via the FCI network and following the rules
adopted under the General Rules of International Factoring (GRIF).

Independent credit finance companies (commercial factors) operate in Bangladesh today. They
are currently unregulated, but they are not allowed to handle foreign exchange, hence their
activities are predominantly focused on the discounting of domestic receivables backed by
post-dated checks, a term referred to as “checkering”. In fact, international factoring is not
permitted in Bangladesh at all today, either by banks or commercial factors, and the central
bank needs to provide a license to allow financial institutions to operate such a business.
A number of positive initiatives followed the joint training program in 2015 and this workshop
last month, including:
•

A Technical Committee on Factoring was established last year, as a request by the Bangladesh
Bank. The Committee is comprised of senior executives from the following organizations in
Bangladesh: Bangladesh Bank, BIBM, ICC Bangladesh, Ministry of Commerce, and the
Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BGMEA)

•

FCI was asked to participate as a special advisor to the Committee as their work progresses

•

In anticipation of this workshop, the Committee produced the Guidelines on International
Factoring, which was finalized in January 2017.

•

The Ministry of Commerce of Bangladesh has asked the Bangladesh Bank to take the
necessary steps to introduce international factoring service in Bangladesh.

We anticipate to see some of these banks and commercial factors join FCI in the near future.
Central Bank support is not required for membership, and some banks may commit to become
a member sooner than later to start capacity building within their respective organizations.
However, to perform international factoring services, it does require central bank permission.
But we do expect to see the central bank issuing licenses to operate in Bangladesh shortly. And
we hope that Bangladesh, one of the most promising international factoring markets in South
Asia will become an active market for FCI one day soon.
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